
 

Flutter is Google's modern cross-platform development toolkit, which uses Dart as a programming 

language. 

 

Lately, the Dart language has been improving tremendously and many developers are switching 

from Kotlin to Dart. And for good reason! Flutter's main advantage is the ability to create a mobile 

application for both iOS and Android using one programming language and one code base. In 

addition, you can change your code and immediately see the updates in the application itself. 

Basically, a project written with this awesome framework can be compiled for mobile platforms, the 

Internet, and even Desktops. 

 

Well, let's discover the world of cross-platform development on Flutter! 

 

 

GENERAL 

 

1. We suggest you start learning Flutter with Dart language 

2. Then let’s focus on working with asynchronous code by reading the articles "Dart 

asynchronous programming: Futures" and "Dart asynchronous programming: Isolates 

and event loops" 

3. We also advise you to read the articles "Dart Const Tutorial – All You Need to Know"  

and "Dart: What are mixins?" 
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DART 

1. To get started, you can go through Codelabs 

2. You can walk through the Dart dependencies repository and find ready-made 

solutions to your problems or look through some smartly implemented features. 

 

 

FLUTTER 

We already know the language syntax. Now, we need to create the most amazing programs. 

Where to start? 

 

1. Let's start with the instructions. Flutter provides incredibly cool documentation 

2. Top up your knowledge with information from the article about Flutter widgets 

3. Check out Codelabs by Google. There are a lot of great manuals there 

4. Run YouTube. Excited? Here's a playlist of the most useful videos about widgets to 

get started 

5. Let's deepen our knowledge and see Flutter under the hood with useful life hacks 

6. A house must start with a foundation and a project with architecture. Therefore, we are 

going to get acquainted with BLoC, the most relevant architecture at the moment. 

 

 

 

USEFUL ARTICLES 

 

When developing, we often want to use different libraries and frameworks to speed up the process. 

We advise you to check out the following: 

● dio 

● retrifit 

● json_annotation 

● provider 

● rxdart 

● mockito 

 

As well as read about: 

http://dart.dev/codelabs
http://pub.dev/flutter/packages
http://pub.dev/flutter/packages
http://flutter.dev/docs
http://flutter.dev/docs/development/ui/widgets
http://codelabs.developers.google.com/?cat=flutter
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjxrf2q8roU23XGwz3Km7sQZFTdB996iG
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjxrf2q8roU23XGwz3Km7sQZFTdB996iG
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjxrf2q8roU23XGwz3Km7sQZFTdB996iG
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjxrf2q8roU23XGwz3Km7sQZFTdB996iG
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjxrf2q8roU23XGwz3Km7sQZFTdB996iG
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjxrf2q8roU23XGwz3Km7sQZFTdB996iG
http://www.didierboelens.com/2019/09/flutter-internals/
http://bloclibrary.dev/%23/
http://pub.dev/packages/dio
http://pub.dev/packages/retrofit
https://pub.dev/packages/json_annotation
https://pub.dev/packages/provider
https://pub.dev/packages/rxdart
http://pub.dev/packages/mockito


 

● Inherited Widget here and here 

● Flutter + Clean Architecture 

● Asynchronous and synchronous code 

● Widget layout 

● Keys! What are they good for?  

 

 

 

 

ALSO RECOMMENDED 

 

1. Explore the Object-oriented programming (OOP) and SOLID principles 

2. Read Aditya Bhargava's book Grokking Algorithms, because algorithmization and 

the ability to solve logical problems is one of the core tasks of a professional 

developer. 

3. Read Robert Martin's book Clean Code. Firstly, we consider ourselves followers of this 

legendary author. Secondly, it is really awesome and useful for writing correct and 

beautifully designed code. 

4. Read about GOF patterns. To get started, a series of articles Flutter Design Patterns will be 

enough 

5. However, if you want to dive even deeper, we recommend reading the book Design 

Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software by J. Vlissides, E. Gamma, 

R. Helm, R. Johnson. 

 

 

 

INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT MORE? 

 

Read the article about comparing Flutter with React Native. 

 

 

 

https://nixstech.com/ 
 

 

https://medium.com/@mehmetf_71205/inheriting-widgets-b7ac56dbbeb1
https://medium.com/@mehmetf_71205/inheriting-widgets-b7ac56dbbeb1
https://medium.com/manabie/how-does-flutter-inheritedwidget-work-3123f9d74c15
http://devmuaz.medium.com/flutter-clean-architecture-series-part-1-d2d4c2e75c47
http://www.didierboelens.com/2019/01/futures-isolates-event-loop/
https://medium.com/flutter-community/flutter-the-advanced-layout-rule-even-beginners-must-know-edc9516d1a2
https://medium.com/flutter/keys-what-are-they-good-for-13cb51742e7d
https://medium.com/flutter/keys-what-are-they-good-for-13cb51742e7d
https://medium.com/flutter-community/flutter-design-patterns-0-introduction-5e88cfff6792
http://nix-united.com/blog/flutter-vs-react-native/
http://nix-united.com/blog/flutter-vs-react-native/
https://nixstech.com/
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